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Adobe Commerce 2.4.4 Pre-Releases Today

The innovations in this release set the direction for the next several years of Adobe 
investments to make sure your commerce business is resilient. Built on the newest version of 
PHP, 8.1, it enables customers to future-proof their digital commerce business.

Innovative

Adobe is a leader in delivering 
innovative commerce 

capabilities to B2B, B2C, and 
hybrid businesses that accelerate 

growth and time to value.

Future-Proof

Future-proof your business with 
a flexible commerce platform 
that is easier to update and 

maintain and rapidly delivers 
new functionality through 

independent services.

Scalable & Fast

Adobe Commerce 2.4.4 is the 
fastest, most scalable version 

ever. Confidently handle large, 
complex catalogs and high 

transaction volumes.
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Release timeline

3/15/22

Adobe Summit

https://devdocs.magento.com/release

3/29/22

2.4.4 Pre-release
Commerce Customers 

& Partners

4/26/22

April Feature Release

5

4/12/22

GA - Adobe Commerce 2.4.4

https://devdocs.magento.com/release
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Security Issue Update

Adobe identified a 0-day vulnerability that impacts Adobe Commerce and Magento Open Source
§ Impacted versions: 2.3.3-p1 and above, 2.4.x prior to 2.4.4

§ Details: https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/magento/apsb22-12.html

Action required: Two hotfixes need to be applied to close the different methods through which this vulnerability 
can be exploited.

In Adobe Commerce and Magento Open Source 2.4.4, the underlying security issue that made it possible for this 
vulnerability to be exploited will be removed.

Note: There are breaking changes associated with the fix. Some customers will need to upgrade their email and 
newsletter templates to the strict processing mode that was introduced in 2.3.4

https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/magento/apsb22-12.html
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Upgrade Resources

• 2.4 Upgrade Guide

• 2.4 Technical Upgrade Workshop recording

• 2.4.4 Partner Resources on SPP

• #upgrading-adobe-commerce

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/commerce-operations/assets/adobe-commerce-2-4-upgrade-guide.pdf
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/commerce-learn/tutorials/upgrade-workshop.html?lang=en
https://solutionpartners.adobe.com/solution-partners/news/2022/02/adobe-commerce-2-4-4-release-and-new-resources-for-partners.html
https://magentocommeng.slack.com/archives/C02MXM3A20L
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Leverage the Upgrade Compatibility Tool
Benefits

• Pinpoint exact lines where issues 
occur for quick resolution

• Easily visualize scope of upgrade 
with HTML capabilities

• Insert into development pipeline 
to proactively prevent issues from 
ever occurring

• Tool under active development 
with frequent improvements

• Now compatible with PHP 8.1
• Learn how you can use UCT
• Video: Using UCT with PHP Storm

• A command-line tool that checks an Adobe Commerce customized instance 
against the target upgrade version by comparing all modules and core code 

• Returns a summary and list of critical issues, errors, and warnings that must be 
addressed, making the upgrade analysis process easier, faster and cheaper

https://community.magento.com/t5/Magento-DevBlog/Prepare-for-Your-Next-Upgrade-with-the-Adobe-Commerce-Upgrade/ba-p/483372
https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/commerce-learn/tutorials/uct-phpstorm.html?lang=en
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Adobe Amplify Upgrade Packages

Adobe Amplify Partner solutions are innovative solutions that 
solve a repeatable, industry-focused business challenge

We’re expanding the program to include packages that help 
customers accelerate upgrades for Adobe Commerce

If you have a repeatable, packaged set of upgrade services, 
and are interested in taking on projects to help customers 
upgrade to Adobe Commerce 2.4.4, let us know!

https://airtable.com/shr6IlT6Dmck5Om0V
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https://airtable.com/shr6IlT6Dmck5Om0V
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Summit Press and Announcements

11

Adobe Real-Time CDP Makes the Digital Economy Personal for Today’s Global Brands

Adobe Announces Expansion of Ecosystem with New Partners and Developer Tools

Adobe: U.S. Consumers Spent $1.7 Trillion Online During the Pandemic, Rapidly Expanding the Digital Economy

Forbes featured Adobe Sneak: Making shopping more 
accessible for the color blind and Adobe’s belief in 
accessibility and digital inclusion.

MIT Technology Review featured how HP 
leverages Adobe technology to provide localized 
customer experiences on a global scale.

Press Announcements:

Blog Posts:

Sugarfina partners with Adobe to deliver advanced omnichannel fulfillment experiences

Deliver great customer experiences with omnichannel fulfillment – from Walmart Commerce 
Technologies

Adobe’s new commerce innovations help brands deliver personalized commerce journeys

Adweek featured how candy maker, Sugarfina, is 
using Store Fulfillment for Adobe Commerce to 
make it easier to pick up online orders.

Summary

https://news.adobe.com/news/news-details/2022/Adobe-Real-Time-CDP-Makes-the-Digital-Economy-Personal-for-Todays-Global-Brands/default.aspx
https://news.adobe.com/news/news-details/2022/Adobe-Announces-Expansion-of-Ecosystem-with-New-Partners-and-Developer-Tools/default.aspx
https://news.adobe.com/news/news-details/2022/Adobe-U.S.-Consumers-Spent-1.7-Trillion-Online-During-the-Pandemic-Rapidly-Expanding-the-Digital-Economy/default.aspx
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevenaquino/2022/03/16/adobe-ux-designer-lauren-dest-talks-building-design-decoder-software-that-makes-shopping-more-accessible-for-the-color-blind/?sh=1b3ed1c6615d
https://www.technologyreview.com/2022/03/15/1047178/localized-customer-experiences-on-a-global-scale/
https://business.adobe.com/blog/the-latest/sugarfina-partners-with-adobe-to-deliver-advanced-omnichannel-fulfillment-experiences
https://business.adobe.com/blog/perspectives/deliver-great-customer-experiences-with-omnichannel-fulfillment
https://business.adobe.com/blog/the-latest/adobes-new-commerce-innovations-help-brands-deliver-personalized-commerce-journeys
https://www.adweek.com/commerce/sugarfina-adobe-partnership-buy-online-pick-up-in-store/
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Commerce Takes Over Sneaks

12

Favorite Sneaks were Design Decoder and Demand Detector!
Watch or read the Blog post

“My POV – Impressive new @Adobe #Sneaks – quick feedback and ranking my top 3 
– all innovative ideas: #DemandDetector – Huge Upside if gotten right. #KPIPop – Nice 
– but ‘just’ good housecleaning (1) #RightSize – Great ML / VR showcase 
#WinningScores – Overdue. #QuickConnect - #BI Tablestake. (2) #DesignDecoder –
Great showcase of #ML (3) #StyleBlast – Nice innovation” 

“Demand Detector looks amazing. Real-time data fuels 
real-time marketing and commerce.”

Ross Quintana via Twitter

Holger Mueller, Constellation via Twitter

https://business.adobe.com/summit/2022/sessions/summit-sneaks-mb9.html
https://blog.adobe.com/en/publish/2022/03/16/adobe-summit-sneaks-provide-glimpse-into-future-of-ai-powered-personalized-experiences
https://twitter.com/Ross_Quintana/status/1504135131325349888
https://twitter.com/holgermu/status/1504139869181800450
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Adobe Commerce, personalized digital business

Modern ecommerce platform powered by next-gen headless capabilities and AI-driven 
intelligent commerce for B2B and B2C

Announcing the following key innovations at Summit:

Deliver personalized shopping 
experiences

Optimize to improve revenue and 
customer retention 

Innovate rapidly to adjust to changing 
market demands

Adobe Commerce 2.4.4

The most resilient version of Adobe Commerce 
with AI-powered features to personalize your 
B2B or B2C digital business and share digital 
business data with Adobe Experience Platform.

Store Fulfillment

Advanced, superior buy online/pick up in store 
or curbside experiences for both customers 
and store employees enabling increased 
conversion rates, average order value, and 
customer satisfaction.

Adobe App Builder for Commerce

Continuing our commitment to our global 
developer community, our tool reduces app 
creation time while maintaining easy 
upgradeability through improved developer 
experience and tooling.

SUPER SESSION: Personalized Commerce 
for Digital Business

Loni Stark
Adobe

March 15, 11 am PDT
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Cross-channel Personalization Powered by Adobe Experience Platform

Unlock the power of Commerce data with a single 360o view of the customer to deliver 
powerful omni-channel personalization & boost customer lifetime value

Triggered Journeys and Messaging

Unified Profile and Segmentation

Personalized Experience Delivery

Intelligent Decisioning

Analytics and Insights
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Store Fulfillment for Adobe Commerce by Walmart Commerce Technologies

Store Fulfillment delivers an advanced buy online and pickup in-
store or curbside customer experience and maximizes store 
employees' productivity by providing the technology to orchestrate a 
smooth, end-to-end omnichannel fulfillment process.

Employee Picking App
• Allows store employees to pick orders placed online for in-

store or curbside fulfillment

Shopper Check-in
• Allows shoppers to notify store employees when they've 

arrived at the store location for pick up

Employee Order Handoff App
• Allows store employees to physically handoff the order to the 

shopper while minimizing customer wait time

US beta available now!
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Commerce Extensibility  |  Developer Experience

Provide a consistent developer experience to accelerate integrations, innovate front-end experiences and customize commerce 
processes

Unified developer experience that supports the SW development lifecycle with opinionated dev/deployment tools and a 
common extensibility across Adobe products. 
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Featured Adobe Speakers

Chris Hedge, Sr. Director of 
Product Management

S603 - Adobe Commerce 2022: 
More Flexible and More 

Intelligent

S601 – Creating a Digital 
Transformation with Your B2B 

Commerce Investment

Ed Kennedy, Product Marketing 
Manager

S602– Self-Driving Stores: 
Supercharge Your Store with 

Data & AI

Ryan Rozich, Director, 
Product Management

E138 – What is Composable Commerce?

Marion Freijsen, Strategic 
Business Advisor, Commerce 

Strategy Lead, EMEA

Ray Bogman, Sr. Global 
Software Support Manager

E137– Hybrid Commerce Strategy –
Business Driver or Frankenstein?

Bethan Williams-James , Commerce 
Solutions Consultant

https://portal.adobe.com/widget/adobe/as22/sessions?search=s603
https://portal.adobe.com/widget/adobe/as22/sessions?search=s601
https://portal.adobe.com/widget/adobe/as22/sessions?search=s602
https://portal.adobe.com/widget/adobe/as22/sessions?search=e138
https://portal.adobe.com/widget/adobe/as22/sessions?search=e137
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Featured Customer Speakers

S608 – Increasing Digital 
Commerce Sales Using 

AR & 3D Modeling

Bradley Cooper,     
Sr. Ecommerce 

Manager, JURA Inc

Chris Larsen, CEO, 
Cabinets.com

S606 – Overcoming B2B 
Digital Commerce 

Transformation Roadblocks

Jennifer Grabenstetter,                 
VP of Digital Growth & Experience

B2B, Multi-Solution

Vincent Olicki,                             
VP Procurement                        
Digital Factory

S605 – Transforming 
Hotel Purchasing with an 

Online Marketplace

B2B, Marketplace

S604 – Creating Digital 
Commerce Experiences 
That Customers Trust

D2C & B2B D2C & B2B

Angela Gruszka,                
SVP of Digital Marketing & 

Ecommerce, AERIN

S609 – Next Generation 
Luxury Retail Experiences 

with Adobe Commerce

D2C & B2B

https://portal.adobe.com/widget/adobe/as22/sessions?search=S608
https://portal.adobe.com/widget/adobe/as22/sessions?search=s606
https://portal.adobe.com/widget/adobe/as22/sessions?search=s605
https://portal.adobe.com/widget/adobe/as22/sessions?search=s604
https://portal.adobe.com/widget/adobe/as22/sessions?search=s609


Support Tools
Tools that ensure availability, security, and reliability 
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Continuous reliability, availability and security

Managed AlertsObservation for Adobe 
Commerce

Security Scan Tool Site-Wide Analysis Tool

Quality Patch Tool
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Observation for Adobe Commerce

• New Relic’s observability platform extracts important signals 
inside Adobe Commerce collected data sets

• Aggregates services, core and 3rd party software, infrastructure 
and data

What it does it do?

• Removes the challenge and time-consuming task of 
gathering and parsing through data manually

• Understand how the site is performing and how to 
optimize it

Why should merchants use it?
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Managed Alerts

• Monitors around 200 metrics to proactively track 
performance of the platform

• Provides specific instructions on how to 
troubleshoot alerts

What it does it do?

• Helps customers avoid critical downtime
• Keeps merchants informed about their CPU, 

application performance, disk, memory, and 
database

Why should merchants use it?
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Quality Patches Tool

• Delivers latest patches developed by Adobe 
Support and Magento Open Source Community

• Applies, reverts and displays patches

What it does it do?

• Troubleshoot quality issues
• Reduce time spent on finding available patches 

without needing to contact Support
• Easily keep track of applied patches to help with 

maintenance and platform quality

Why should merchants use it?

`./vendor/bin/magento-patches status` command output, display the list of available patches 
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Security Scan Tool

Adobe Commerce Magento Open 
Source

Malware 
Detection

Missing 
Patches 

Vulnerable
Extensions

Magecart and 
form skimming 
detection

Configuration
Issues

Identify bad 
practices

• Provides customers with real-time insights into 
the security status of their store

• Proactively detects malware

What it does it do?

• To ensure their site and storefront are secure
• Stay informed if their site is compromised and 

prevent digital skimming, configuration issues 
and bad practices

Why should merchants use it?
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Site-Wide Analysis Tool

§ Central repository that includes system insights 
and recommendations

§ 24/7 site monitoring to identify potential issues

What it does it do?

• Provides greater visibility into site health, 
security, and application configurations

• Reduces resolution time
• Improve stability and performance

Why should merchants use it?
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New Dashboard Coming Soon!

The new dashboard will include widgets that will make it easier for merchants to access the Upgrade Compatibility 
Tool, Security Scan Tool, Useful Support Resources, Recommendations, Managed Alerts, and Extensions Summary
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Where to learn more

Please go to support.magento.com and visit our Support Tools page



Platform Evolution
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How we started

Features, Extensions, & Integrations

Storefront

Platform Goals
• Support rich experiences across multiple touchpoints
• Access new features quickly and continuously
• Best-in-class extensibility
• Lower cost of ownership
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Support rich experiences across touchpoints - Headless

API

Status of initiative

• Iterative enhancements
• Customers live on it
• Increase API Coverage
• Improve performance
• Enhance PWA studio
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Continuous deployment of features - Microservices

Live 
Search

API

Product 
Recs Payments

Status of initiative

• Iterative enhancements
• Customers live on it
• Continue streamlining the core
• Deploy new services

Thinner, stable core Individual microservices for 
high innovation areas
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Ease of Integration – API Platform

Live 
Search

Product 
Recs Payments

Thinner, stable core Individual microservices for 
high innovation areas

API Platform
Status of initiative

• Expected 2H GA
• In Dev Preview
• Integrate with I/O Console
• Global Rollout 
• Monitoring and 

troubleshooting

Plug-in new services 
to the mesh.
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Ease of Extensibility / Lower Cost of Ownership – App Builder

Live 
Search

Product 
Recs Payments

Thinner, stable core Individual microservices for 
high innovation areas

API Platform
Status of initiative

• Expected 2H GA
• API (Requires API 

Platform)
• Eventing
• UI Extensibility

App Builder

Extensions, Apps, 
Integrations



Payment Services Expansion Update
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Payment services in Canada

35

• Launching on March 31st, payment services will be available for 
commerce merchants based in Canada. 

• Canadian Adobe Commerce and Magento Open Source merchants 
will be able to accept payments globally and settle in CAD. 

• Payment methods include credit and debit cards and PayPal.

• Payment services is part of a unified commerce solution from the 
Adobe brand you trust – available in the  Magento Marketplace

• With one log-in, see all orders and transactions from all payment 
methods in the Adobe Commerce and Magento Open Source Admin

• Developed and supported by Adobe, Adobe Commerce and Magento 
Open Source merchants will have access to payment services that are 
up-to-date, safe, and stable. 

https://marketplace.magento.com/magento-payment-services.html


Beta Opportunity: Quick Checkout for 
Adobe Commerce powered by Bolt
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Quick Checkout for Adobe Commerce

One Click Checkout

Give shoppers an unbeatable shopping experience that has shown to increase conversion by 53% while maintaining 
your existing checkout and payment options. 

Quick Checkout for Adobe Commerce is a new extension 
developed and supported by Adobe and powered by Bolt, 
the market leader in one-click checkout solutions.

• Tap into Bolt’s network of 10s of millions shoppers.

• Flip it on and tap into a network of 10M+ shoppers who 
are automatically recognized for one-click purchases 
directly on your merchant’s site from day one.

• Gain actionable business insights on network-driven 
transactions. 

• Captivate and convert consumers with a mobile optimized 
storefront and no password or filling in multiple fields 
during checkout. 
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Shopper experience with Quick Checkout for Adobe Commerce

Deeply embedded 
integration

Keep Guest Checkout

One Click Registration in 
Guest Checkout

Payment Processor 
Agnostic

Increase conversion

Grow CLTV
Deeply embedded 
integration

Keep Guest Checkout

One Click Registration 
in Guest Checkout

Native Checkout Payment Provider
Bolt Authentication Overlay

• 2FA 6-digit code
• Passwordless
• Bolt Network effects

• Wallet benefits
• Prepopulated checkout fields 
• Security: device, touch/face ID
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Ideal merchant profile to join beta

Merchants looking to: 
• Increase conversion
• Improve repeat purchasing and LTV
• Leverage a network of 10s of millions of shoppers

Requirements
• US based
• Version 2.4.1+
• B2C or Manufacturers D2C

Benefits
• Early and exclusive access to Adobe features
• Partner with Adobe to influence and shape our 

product
• Competitive advantage by gaining first-to-market 

knowledge and tools
• Dedicated team to assist with onboarding and product 

experience

Have a lead or want more information? Please email 
nivedithaw@adobe.com. 

mailto:nivedithaw@adobe.com


IDC Study & Whitepaper: 
The Business Value of Upgrading from 
Magento Open Source 
to Adobe Commerce
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What did IDC study?

Hypothesis: Businesses generate greater value by investing in an Adobe Commerce license than using a 
"free" Magento Open Source license
Firmographics:
§ IDC spoke with 11 organizations that upgraded from Magento Open Source to Adobe Commerce
§ Varying company sizes, revenue, transaction volumes, business models, and industries
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Key Results

42

• $1.5M per year in business benefits
• 516% 3-year ROI
• 9 months payback period

PROJECTED BUSINESS BENEFIT

• 18% improvement in CSAT scores
• 18% increase in AOV
• 15% rise in conversion rates

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE KPIs

RISK MITIGATION KPIs

• 70% reduction in risk
• 6% increase in productivity for 

security teams
Figure 1: average annual benefit broken into four subcategories: risk mitigation, business enablement, direct staff benefits,
and IT cost savings.
Source: IDC, December 2021
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How customers realized these benefits, in their own words

43

Customization and agility needed to track business:
“Adobe Commerce gives you a skeleton that you can develop to what 
you need and what you want, and it works with other products ... and 
gives you the agility to track stuff. The Open Source version did not do 
that.”

Increased traffic due to better site performance:
“We could onboard certain customer groups to buy online, which we 
never had the ability to before. We can also easily do discount programs 
and use lots of different features that increased traffic and site 
performance tremendously.”

Shift in focus to high-value tasks:
“We!re saving a lot of time for our people with Adobe Commerce. We 
have reduced our customer service team so that they can now spend 
more time on other stuff. We had almost 1.5 people just working on 
order entry; we!re saving that.”

Informed decision making from BI tools:
”BI tools help because it allows us to understand how our 
business is working and make more informed decisions for us to 
grow our ecommerce operations.”

Decreasing the need of plug-ins to reduce reliance on 
third parties:
“One of the reasons we ended up going for Adobe Commerce versus 
Magento Open Source was the list of plug-ins we needed to add to Open 
Source compared to the standard and native in Adobe Commerce. We!re
using seven to eight plug-ins with Adobe Commerce, and I think we were 
at 45 with Open Source.”

Adoption of mobile-friendly capabilities to 
achieve higher customer satisfaction:
“We have really adapted to people having iPhones and 
smartphones. The customer experience has, above and beyond, 
changed the most and is something that we!re pretty proud of.”
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The Business Value of Upgrading from Magento Open Source to Adobe Commerce

Available on the Solution Partner Portal week!

Full IDC WhitepaperOne-page IDC Business Value Snapshot




